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Chapterr 2 

Gromov-Wittenn Results on 
CYY Threefolds 

Thiss chapter restricts to Calabi-Yau threefolds (Kahler manifolds with vanishing 
firstt Chern class), save perhaps for the genus 0 potential F0 which we give also 
forr IP1 and P2. It requires from the previous chapter the notion and explicit ex-
ampless of GW invariants so as to build the potentials Fg and F = Y ĝ Fg\

29~2, 
butt in fact most of it can be understood independently. Though still heavily 
mathematical,, this section starts to introduce physical concepts such as the po-
tential,, the Yukawa couplings, etc, all relating to the framework of closed string 
theory.. The potentials will appear again in chapters 3 and 4, but the results 
heree will not occur in the two next sections (also devoted to GW invariants). 

2.11 GW Potentials 

Thee potential we give here is specific for X a CY threefold, but the logics and 
manyy of the formulae hold more generally. It relies on the convenient feature 
thatt (l)g,i3 exists for CY threefolds, and that (-yn)g,t3 exists (for 0 > 0) only if 
77 e H2(X)^H^{X). 

2.1.11 Summing over  Holomorphi c Maps 

Givenn a complexified Kahler class 7 = ]£*i7 i € H2(X, C), with U € C and 7; 
formingg a basis of H2(X,Z), we would like to build functions Fg(ti,ti)  of the 
complexifiedd Kahler moduli {Uji)  using our space Mg,n{X,0). However, this 
spacee carries a dependence on 0 € H2{X,Z), and to obtain a dependence on 
(ti,ti)(ti,ti)  only, we simply sum over all possible such classes 0. It turns out that 
thee correct procedure is to rather sum over all possible maps ƒ : T,g -» X whose 
imagess yield these classes. Of course the latter sum is much bigger since there 
aree several maps ƒ (perhaps infinite families) with image in one same class 0. In 
fact,, summing over all inequivalent maps to X (i.e. J2/-.T. ->x) amounts to sum 

41 1 
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overr all (5 6 #2 and weigh each term by the size of the moduli space of maps to 
jü.jü. This weighing factor is our basic Gromov-Witten invariant (l)gj :=  N% := 
degg [Mg,o{X,{l)] vn. Thus we can replace £ƒ .£  ̂ Y . .. by YlisMgrf  or by 

Wee introduce the notation /? = £ ^ 7*  a nd Ĵ  7 — / ^ 7 — E f ^ = : ^"*  (here 
d ^ N ' 1 '' and t e Ch ' ). We furthermore restrict the dependence of Fg(tj,ti) 
onn the holomorphic Kahler moduli (£,), i.e. we demand the maps ƒ : E5 —> JV to 
bee holomorphic. We choose to sum over the exponential ed ', and to guarantee 
aa finite expression we require 7 G complexified Kahler cone such that d-1 < 0. 
Thee function we nowr introduce is known as the genus g Gromov- Witten potential 
associatedd to the Kahler class 7 = ]P £,-7,-: 

^(<i):== E e x p / ƒ*(?) = E e x p / ^ 

holl  maps s hol maps ^ 

== E^^^E^' ^  <2- L 1 ) 
== (i>5,o + E < 1 ) ^ e ^ 

wheree further e ^ = £ n ^ 0 £ (0 n 7 ) n = £ ^ 0 ïïT £*,..,-„  'n -  Un Wnlh)
(/^ri7,-nn ), while {l) s,/i 03n7i , ) . .. (/3n7in ) = {7^ . .. 7iB)g,y3 by the divisor axiom. 
Thus: : 

/ 3^0 ,n^00 ' ix...in 

==  ^9,0+ E ^ 7 " ) ^ 

==  (1)9,0 + ^ ) 9 , 0 =:F' g
l + F^, 

wheree we consider the contribution from constant maps as the classical potential, 
whilee all additions for 0 ^ 0 are seen as quantum corrections. Note that the 
classicall  term from constant maps, (l)5,o, does not exist in genus 0 (where the 
constantt map axiom holds) and should be replaced by the terms occurring in 
examplee 2.1.7; for g > 0 it will be given in (2.1.9). Note also that the three last 
liness are general enough to define the F^u for other cases than CY threefolds, 
ass no (l)g,j3 or N% occurs in them. 

Ass in (1.3.9), we group all potentials into one single full GW potential 

2.1.22 Genus 0 Potential for General X, Examples 

Thee GW potentials Fg can also be defined for non-CY target spaces and for 
couplingg with gravity. Usually, one also allows 7 = Yl *i7i t o ^e m H*(X,C), 
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nott just in H2(X, C), of which only the latter piece (i.e. the 2-forms) can be 
writtenn as e'30^; the rest (call it 7') must stand as Yln>o ^f((V) n)s,/3- We 
illustratee this for the genus 0 potential, F0, often denoted $: 

(2.1.2) ) 
wheree we used the constant map axiom, and where <&qu could be rewritten as 
S/3 ôo ( En>o ÏÏT ((7')n)o,/3) e^1 by the binomial theorem. Examples of this 
aree straightforward, now that we know explicitly many GW invariants. 

ExampleExample 2.1.3. For X an elliptic curve E, the GW invariants only exist for 
00 — 0, as there are no non-trivial holomorphic maps from a genus 0 curve to 
aa genus 1 curve (RH formula). Let 70 = [E]  generate H°(E,Z) = Z, 71,72 
generatee H1(E,Z) = Z2 (the torus has two non-trivial l-cycles) with J£-7i U 
722 = 1, and let 73 = \pt] generate H2(E,Z) = Z. Then, by the constant map 
axiom,, the only non-zero GW invariants are (707172)0,0 — fEli  U J2 = 1 and 
<7o7o73>o,oo = JE\pt] = 1- Thus for 7 = Y,Uli -1 

*(U)*(U)  = li  <73)0,0 = |*o'3 - *0*1*2-

ExampleExample 2.1 A. The genus 0 potential for P1 is easy since we already know 
thatt the only non-zero GW invariants occur at d = 0,1: (7Q7I)O,O = 1 and 
<7")o,ii  = 1> where 70 = [P1] and 71 = \pt\. Thus for 7 = i07o + *i7i : 

* (^/^3+?> > n >0 0 

ExampleExample 2.1.5. The genus 0 potential for P2 is just as easy and yet more inter-
esting.. We already know from section 1.4.3 that the only non-zero GW invari-
antss are (7o7i)o,o = <7o7i)o,o = 1 and (7ifc72d-1)o,d = dk Nd where 70 = [P2], 
711 = [£]  and 72 = \pt]. Thus we can drop 70 for the quantum part (d > 0) and 
havee simply 7 = i ^ + t2j2' 

JVJV d>0,n 0̂ 

11 jk j.3d— 1 

== 2 ( # 2 + M ? )+ E fe'(3d-IV ^ ^  ̂ (2-1-6) 

3 d - l l 
dti dti 

11  1 

--22(tlt2+t(tlt2+t 00eei)i)  + Y,NdĴ ïy^e (3d - l )! ! 
d>0d>0 v ' 

JThee minus sign in <ï> is present when we follow the convention that the variables t{ are 
super-commutativee with deg U = deg 7,, that is titj  — ( — l) des'rdeg«j ^.^ Note also that 

sometimess the potential is defined with a trailing q@ = e * l J" ^ in the sum over /?, where to 
iss a complexified Kahler form £ H2(X, C). 
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ExampleExample 2.1.1. The genus 0 potential for the quint ic threefold is again easier. 
Thee classes generating H*(X,Z) are 70 = [A] , 71 = [H],  y2 = [£]  = \H2 and 
733 = \pt] — | / / 3 for the even cohomology, and 7, € H3(X, Z) with JY 7; UTJ =: 
Qij.Qij. We already know from section 1.4.4 that the only non-zero GW invariants 
aree {71)0,0 = 5, (707172)0,0 = <7o73)o,o = 1 and (joïn'j)o.o =: Qij, as well as 
(li)o,d(li)o,d — dn Nd- Thus, for the quantum part (d > 0), we simply have 7 = É171: 

*(*»)) = g*? + tohh + -t20h ~ t0 J2 QutJj +J2Nd eMl' 
i<ji<j  d>0 

andd we recognise in the quantum part our result for Fo in (2.1.1). 

2.1.33 Constant Map Contribution for CY Threefolds 

Thee contribution from constant maps (0 = 0) to the full GW potential is well-
knownn [GeP-98] [KM-94]: It requires the Hodge bundle for the universal curve 
7TT : Mg,n+1 -> Mg,n. 

Definitio nn 2.1.8. The Hodge bundle E is the rank g bundle on Mg,n with 
fibrefibre / / ° ( E , U ; E) over the point (£,Pi,. - - ,pn)- Denote its Chern classes by A; := 
Ci(E). Ci(E). 

Thatt is, the g independent holomorphic differentials on the Riemann surfaces 
off  genus g form vector spaces which patch together into the Hodge bundle. 
Alternatively,, E := TT*UJC where C = Mgjn+i/Mg,n is the universal curve and 
tvctvc the relative dualising sheaf. The Hodge bundle can similarly be defined 
forr Mg,n{X,j3)\ it behaves well under -n* and under pull back from Mgn to 
7A7Ass,,nn{X^).{X^). _ _ 

Forr constant maps, the splitting Mg,n(X,Q) = Mg,n x A" is accompanied 
byy the splitting of the obstruction sheaf Ob = E*  S Tx. So from (1.4.1): 

[A4 9,n(X,0)]vir tt = [Mg,n x X] ne(E*  MTX). 

Withh this split, the Euler character of the obstruction bundle is easy to calculate 
[GeP-98]: : 

e(E**  S TX ) = ^  (c3(X) - c2(X) Cl(X)) X3
g_u g^2, 

andd in the case of a Calabi-Yau threefold the expression reduces to (~^ c3 (X) Xi1 

Duee to the occurrence of 03(A), an Euler class, we cannot allow for 7J'S to be 
integratedd over X, so the only non-zero GW invariants for 0 = 0, g ^ 2 has 
nn = 0:2 

( l ) ^ ^ ( I ) / _ ; ^ H - i r f ^ ( ( 3 ^ S ) ,, (2.1.9) 

2Thee integral in fj^ ^0 -1 *s o ur ^ r s*  (anc^ o n' y ) example of Hodge integrals, i.e. integrals 
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wheree B2g are Bernoulli numbers3. The first step was reached in [BCOV-94] 
andd the last step was computed in [FP-98]. Hence, if we formally set <l)o,o := 
-£C(3)) and (l)i,o := - f C(!)/12 f o r t h e genus 0 and 1 contributions, and using 
thee expansion (2.3.3), we obtain the following constant map contributions to 
thee full GW potential: 

W o o n s t - 2 ^AA W8,o- 2 2 - j b ( 2 si n W ) 2 2 Z - , 1 0^ 1

g^Og^O fc=l V 2 ' n =l 

(2.1.10) ) 
Thiss is the generating function for plane partitions (3d partitions, or 2d Young 
tableauxx with numbers representing the 'height' of a column), as proven origi-
nallyy in [M-1915] and related in this context to melting crystals by [ORV-03]. 

Forr the g = 0 case properly, we have E = 0, so the obstruction bundle is 
triviall  and the virtual fundamental class does not furnish us with a A-class to 
integratee over Mo,n (which is n — 3 dimensional). Hence e(E*  M Tx) ~ 1 and 
(l)o,oo = 0, and the only non-zero primary GW invariant occurs for n — 3, as 
mentionedd in (1.4.5): {717273)0,0 = J^ 7i U 72 U 73. 

Forr g = 1, we have [GeP-98] e(E*  MTX) = c3{X) - c2{X)Xl, so the only 
non-zeroo primary GW invariant occurs for n = 1: 

<7i>i,oo = [ ^ i , i ( * ,0 ) ] v i r t = - ƒ c 2 ( I ) U 7 i | _ Aj = - i ( c 2 ( - Y ) , 7 . - ) 

Notee that (l)i,o would be acceptable from the dimensional point of view (ex-
pectingg Jx C3(X) fjj  1, similar to the g = 0,n = 3 term), but we rule this 
casee out since it is unstable (2<y — 2 + n ^ 0). 

2.22 Multicovers and Known Cases of Excess In-
tersection n 

Havingg defined the GW invariants N%, we now turn to the question of how a 
givenn image curve C in the CY threefold X contributes to them. This question 

overr [A4 9,n(X,0) ] v i r t that include ip and A-classes: 

// nfuev;(7,)un^ 
J[MJ[M gg..nn(X,0)]^(X,0)]  ̂  ̂ fJi 

wheree the 7; G H*(X,Q), i.e. not necessarily 2-forms, and the ipi are cotangent line classes 
overr 7<Ag n̂(X,(5). Without A-classes we have gravitational descendants, and with no ^-classes 
eitherr we have primary GW invariants. A theorem of [FP-98] states that Hodge integrals over 
[Mg[Mg ttn(X,P)]n(X,P)]v,rtv,rt can be uniquely reconstructed from the set of descendent integrals. In genus 
00 or 1, the latter can even be expressed in terms of primary GW invariants [KM-94] . 
Notee that in our case, the A-class was hidden in the virtual fundamental class and not included 
ass an extra parameter (as in genuine Hodge integrals over Mg,n(X,@)). Since the Hodge class 
A 3_jj  already matches the dimension of Mg,o, we cannot allow for extra classes; and anyway 
nn — 0 means we have no T/> classes in the above constant term. 

3Bernoullii  numbers are defined by YloBk^  i ^ r r i  t n ey satisfy B2k+i  = 0 except 

BBXX = - i , and B2k = ( - l ) ^ 1 $ffi C(2*) - - 2 *  CO - 2*). 
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wil ll  ultimately lead us to the physical approach of string theory. 

2.2.11 Multicover Contributions 

Soo far we have only mentioned the degree (5 (or d) of our maps, carefully avoiding 
thee nature of the image curve. However, the latter also has a genus which we 
denotee by r, and the Riemann-Hurwitz theorem tells us that a cover of such a 
curvee can only come from a Riemann surface E9 with g ^ r. So Nd receives 
contributionss from image curves Cr with genus r not greater than g. Moreover, 
thee degree of the curve need not equal /?, as N% also has contributions from k-
foldd covers of curves of degree fl/k if 0/k G H2{X, Z). Overall, we wonder what 
iss the contribution to Nd from the map ƒ : £ff -> Cr of degree k. The additional 
distinctionn of the genus of the image curve is typical of the topological string 
theoryy approach, where this number has the physical meaning of the SU(2)L 

contentt of the spectrum of M2-branes wrapped on the curve (see below). 
Lett C be an image curve of degree (5 / 0 and arithmetic genus r. Define h 

byy g =:  r + h. Then C contributes to the genus g degree k/3 basic GW invari-
antt via Mg${X,kf3), i.e. via a fc-fold cover of C (sometimes called degenerate 
contributions,, though we shall keep this term for stricter cases). Let us denote 
C'ss contribution by Cr(h, k) and define it by 

CCrr{h,k){h,k) = [_ e(JR
17r+ev*7V) 

wheree N = NC/X is the normal sheaf of C.4 Then A^ gets a contribution not 
onlyy from a curve C of degree d, but also from multicovers of curves of smaller 
degreee and lower genus: 

NN99
dd=:Y2C=:Y2Crr(g-r,k)n(g-r,k)nrr

d/kd/k (2.2.1) 
k\d k\d 

wheree k\d means k\di \/i. This excess intersection formula is a generalisation of 
thee previous one for rational curves (1.4.9). In this way of writing, nr

d,k takes the 

44 Note that this form is reminiscent of invariants from enumerative geometry, which are 
usuallyy integrals of top Chern classes over moduli spaces. The present number does not 
dependd on X but only on the class of the curve C. It is well-defined for r — 0,1 or k — 1, 
whenn the moduli space has a connected component equal to Mg,o(C, k0) on which we can 
integratee separately. For genus r ^ 2, we face rigidity problems for multiple covers of C, 
i.e.i.e. the image in X might deform away from C. This case can be remedied by rewriting the 
abovee integral in a more general form, which is a better definition of the Cr(h, k): 

CCrr(h,k)(h,k) :=  f e{R*Tr. evt (Oc © Kc)[l]). 
J[MJ[M r+hr+h,,00(C,k/3))v"* (C,k/3))v"* 

wheree Kc is the canonical sheaf. Here the Euler class depends on the degree of the normal 
bundlee N, but the whole integral does not. 
Recalll  that a non-singular curve is rigid if H°(C, N) — 0, where TV is the normal bundle. For 
aa rational curve (r = 0), this is satisfied if TV = O ( - l ) © C ( - l ) , since cohomology commutes 
withh direct sum. 
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meaningg of "number of holomorphic curves" of arithmetic genus r and degree 
d/k,d/k, since each such curve contributes an amount of Cr(g - r,k). Equation 
(2.2.1)) actually defines the nd, and we suggest to call them the "virtual number 
off  curves". One expects them to be rational numbers for two reasons: first 
becausee Nd and Cr{h,k) are so; secondly because "counting" curves that are 
nott isolated (occur in families as is often the case) involves integrals of Euler 
classess over such families and the latter Euler numbers are typically rational. 
Thuss one is startled to discover that in all known examples, the nd computed 
fromm known Nd and Cr{g - r, &) turned out to be integers. This has remained 
aa mystery ever since GW theory was developed. 

Wee now introduce the so-called BPS-invariants nd, which differ only slightly5 

fromm the invariants nd. They have their origin in the physical approach (see 
below)) via the D-brane moduli space M. If the latter is smooth, we can define 
themm by 

nnrr
dd := f e{T*M) = (-lf'mMe{M). (2.2.2) 

JM JM 

Wee will see shortly a more usual way to define them (see eqn (2.3.2)). It is 
usefull  to relate them to the iVj  via a similar version of (2.2.1): 

NNaa
dd=:^2=:^2 ÖÖr(9-r,k)nr(9-r,k)nd/k d/k 

k\d k\d 
r^9 r^9 

whichh may be seen this time as defining the Cr{h,k). We will see that the nd 

aree integers iff the nr
d are so. The Gopakumar- Vafa conjecture states that the 

nndd are indeed integers. 

2.2.22 Degree-Genus Relat ionship 

Onee will expect the nd to be non-zero only for specific combinations of r and 
d,d, since the arithmetic genus depends on the degree of the curve. For example, 
iff  the Calabi-Yau is a local6 P2, i.e. the fibration 0 ( - 3) -» P2 with fibre the 
linee bundle (9(-3), then a curve of degree d can only sit in the plane and will 
havee the usual arithmetic genus of r = (d - l)(d — 2)/2. One can add 6 nodes 
too the curve and thus lower the genus to obtain a geometric genus of r - S; this 
wil ll  contribute to the invariant nr

d~
6. Thus, from now on, we admit singular 

imagee curves and the superscript in nd wil l actually denote the geometric genus. 
Anotherr example is the local P1 x P1 case, where a curve of bidegree (a, b) with 

5Thee only difference occurs at genus 1 (nd = Ylk\dnk> s ee s e c t i on 2.3.7) and genus 2 

((nndd — Sjtld t " * ' s ee f ° o t n o t e a t t n e e nd of section 3.3). 
6Wee call local CY threefold the total space X of a fibration 0{KB) -> B with fibre 

thee canonical bundle of a surface B. This is non-compact but locally CY since c\{X) = 
ci(0{Kci(0{KBB)<$>TB))<$>TB) = a(0(KB)) + ci{B) = 0. The line bundles Op d(n) := Ord(nH), for n € Z 
andd H the divisor class of Pd , are those whose transition functions are locally (xQ/x0)n and 
whosee sections are the degree n homogeneous polynomials (also called twisted sheaves of Serre 
inn [H-77]). Similarly, the base could rather be 1-dimensional and the fibre a rank two bundle, 
ass in C3( - l ) f f iO( - l ) ~+ P1 . 
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respectt to the two F1 's has a total degree d = a + b and arithmetic genus 
(a-l)(b-l). (a-l)(b-l). 

AA third example [KKV-99] of a local CY case, is given by choosing the base 
too be a del Pezzo surface En (i.e. the blow-up of P2 in n points): a curve in the 
basee is described by multidegrees d = (a;61 .. .bn) corresponding to the class 
aHaH — Yi bjei (H is the hyperplane class and et are the exceptional divisors of 
thee blow-ups in n points). Its genus is given by (see for instance [G2-04]) 

__ ( q - l ) ( q - 2) " ftjfo-1) 
TT 2 ^ 2 

andd its overall degree is given by its intersection number with the anticanonical 
classs —KE„ = 3 // — 5ZiLi  ei : 

n n 

dd = -KE„  (o; 61 . .. bn) = 3a-^2bi , 
11 = 1 

wheree we have exploited H2 = 1 and e^ej — —Sjj. We use this new integer d to 
labell  the Jird. 

Soo these examples reflect the general pattern that one finds a curve of given 
genuss only at sufficiently large degree. This is not to say that this curve will 
bee no candidate for nr

d with lower r: adding Ö nodes to the curve lowers its 
geometricc genus to r — 6. In that way, singular curves are taken into account 
forr the invariants n^_ for 5 = 1 , . .. ,r. So the numbers nr

d only vanish if r is 
tooo large compared to d. Determining the maximal genus of a curve of given 
degreee d in a particular space is the subject of Castelnuovo theory. 

2.2.33 Known Cr(h,k) and a Physical Assumption 

Thee Cr{h, k) have been computed for r ~ 0,1: 
Forr rational curves (r = 0), [FP-98] showed that for CY threefolds: 

£<*M)>»» = ( - $ * ) -

CofAA  k) = C0{h, 1)  ̂ = C0(h, 1) ^ (2.2.3) 

yieldingg in closed form: 

ff  k29-* \B2h\t2h{2h-2)\ h^2 
CC00{h,k){h,k) = < 1/fc3 /i = 0 

{{  l/(12Jk) h= 1 

Thee Bk are the most fashionable version of Bernoulli numbers, defined under 
(2.1.9).. The cases h = 0,1 were long known. 
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Forr elliptic curves (r = 1), the Riemann-Hurwitz formula allows for un-
branchedd multicovers from other elliptic curves (i.e. g = 1, i.e. h — 0). [P-
98](v.22 !) showed: 

d(0,A;)) = ^ 4 ^ = y ^ - a nd Ci(h,k) = 0 (h>0) (2.2 A) 
n\k n\k 

Thee last equation claims that elliptic curves only contribute to Fi, although 
inn principle the Riemann-Hurwitz formula admits branched covers from higher 
genuss curves.7 

Generalisingg to higher genera, [P-98] proved: 

£Cr(/U)A 2*=(^V r" 2.. (2.2.5) 

Wee assume that the Cr(/i , k) enjoy the same properties, except for the first part 
off  (2.2.4): 

Ci(0,*)) = i (2.2.6) 

Withh this small change done, we now would like to assume that (2.2.3) also 
holdss at higher genera, i.e. 

CCrr(h,k)(h,k) = Cr(k,l) ^ i ^ (2.2.7) 

whichh entails that Cg(0, k) = k2g~z. Note that the Cr(h, k) and the Cr(h, k) only 
differr for k > 1. The assumption (2.2.7) cannot hold for the Cr(h, k) themselves 
ass it would suggest that multicovers of a genus g curve by another genus g curve 
yieldd a non-zero contribution, in contradiction to the Riemann-Hurwitz formula 
whichh prohibits such multicovers. In the D-brane or BPS picture, we face no 
suchh embarrassment, as D-branes are more than just curves; in fact they carry 
gaugee bundles and are best treated as sheaves on the algebraic geometric side. 
InIn any case, (2.2.7) is rather an assumption cherished by physicists. We will see 
whyy this is a powerful assumption; it will enable us to derive now the expression 
byy which the nr

d are usually defined - eqn (2.3.2). 

2.33 Explicit Forms of F and Fg for CY Three-
folds s 

Thiss section is devoted to algebraic manipulations of sums and products in order 
too arrive at elegant versions for the GW potentials on CY threefolds. 

7Inn [BCOV-94] this was argued to be due to the fact that the moduli space M\+h,o(X,fi) 
doess not contain a factor of a torus. This absence of flat torus is crucial since factors of 
non-zeroo curvature in the action are needed to absorb the fermion zero modes. 
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2.3.11 Evaluat ing F in Terms of nr
d 

Wee will combine all GW potentials Fg into a single generating function F := 
^ 0A 2 9 _ 2F f l ;; then the latter result (2.2.5) and assumption (2.2.7) enter in the 
lastt step of the next calculation. For simplicity, we drop the constant map 
termss {{3 = 0) from the potentials and call the new potentials Fg and F. We 
alsoo introduce qd := etd. 

FFgg{t{t ll)) = YlNUd=  E Cr(9-r,k)rYd/kq
d=  £ Cr(g-r, k) iid qdk 

rf>0rf>0 d, k\d, r^g d,fr>0, r^g 

(2.3.1) ) 

F(tF(tff)) = Y.X29~2p9 = E A2(r+/i)-2 Cr{h,k) nr
d q 

5=00 r,h^0 
d,k>0 d,k>0 

== E ^A'^-^/^a^^ A 2/1 1 

r^O,r^O, rf>0 *>0 h^O 

== E «ïAsr-,i;«"* ar" ,E^( h' i)(* A) 
r^O,, rf>0 A>0 ft>0 

2/i i 

== E "^ 2r" 2Er Jfcc \ A / 2 

2 r -2 2 

9
d* * 

Hence e 

^ ) == E *sK 2s inir) r qdk (23-2) 
d,Jt>0 0 

Thiss last expression was obtained by the physical approach of [GV2-98] where 
thee hr

d had a more pertinent meaning (see [G2-04]): the number of BPS states of 
chargee d and SU{2)i content r in the M-theory compactification on the Calabi-
Yauu X. From a mathematical point of view, one may consider (2.3.2) as giving 
ann alternative definition of the nd, avoiding physical quantities. 

2.3.22 Evaluat ing Fg in Terms of Polylogs Us_2g{qd) 

Wee shall now rewrite Fg in terms of polylogarithms and present some explicit 
exampless of GW potentials or GW invariants like the local F1 case, an infi-
nitee product expression, or the 3-point function. For convenience we recall the 
followingg expansions: 
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Thiss allows us to express the Fg in terms of the nd. For low genus we have: 

FF00 = Y,n°d Li3(<rt F, = Y, ( ^ " S + " i ) Ui(* d) (23-4) 

^^ = E ( ö i ö "S + »d)LU(iZd) (2-3.5) 
d>0 0 

andd in general (g ^ 2): 

*<«.>> = E ( j ^ j *S + | ^ *J +  + as) Li,-,.^) (2.3.6) 

Thee polylogarithms are defined by Lig(q) := X!n>i  n~9Qn a nd satisfy 

Lii(g )) = - log(l - 9), Li0(fl ) = , Li_i(g) = 
1 - ^ '' " 1 V " (i-g)2 

andd in general: qdq \Ag = Li fl_i-
Off  course these relations for Fg could have been directly obtained via (2.2.5), 

(2.2.7)) and (2.3.1). In any case, the polylogarithms occur due to the multicovers, 
i.e.i.e. the sum over k. It should be emphasised that we could not replace nd by 
nnrr

dd in F and Fg, as the assumption (2.2.7) would not hold for the algebro-
geometricc Cr{h,k). The result (2.3.2) was first derived by [GV2-98] [KKV-99] 
fromm a physical approach (see [G2-04]). 

2.3.33 Example: the Local P1 

Ann easy example of generating function for GW potentials is the local IP1 case 
(i.e.. non-compact CY space), the rank two concave bundle 0{ — 1) © ö(—l) —> 
P1.. Here the conifold geometry forbids positive genus curves. The base P1 is 
thee only rational curve, so all nd vanish except n° — 1 (since /i2(Px) = 1, d is 
merelyy an integer). From (2.3.6) we then have: 

F]ocall pi = £ \29"2Fg = A-2Li3(g) + Y. X'9 

==  yi- * = y iog(i - e q)
n 

4^4  ̂ l (2 sin £)2 4-f 
Andd adding the constant map contribution (2.1.10) with x(nbration) = \(fibre) 
X(base)) = 12 = 2 

wheree we take the freedom to treat the string coupling A modulo a factor . 
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2.3.44 Toda Equation for the Local P1 

Thiss is in fact not the full story. Physical considerations require to add some 
'classicall  terms' to this 'quantum' piece. The classical part only occurs at genus 
00 and 1 (i.e. powers A - 2 and A0) and is a polynomial in the modulus t: 

FFc]c](t)(t) = A" 2 ( - ((3) + y t + i(m + i)7r*2 - ^ * 3 ) + i * 

Underr shifts of t —y t  A, this classical part behaves as: 

FFc]c]  = F c l ( 0 + A - 2 ( T ^ 2 A - i a 2 3 2 , 

soo that 

FFclcl(t(t + A) + Fcl{t - A) - 2Fc l(0 = ~l+ *(2m + ^)n. 

Orr in terms of the partition function Z — eF: 

ZC|(tt + A)Z c l ( t -A ) = _ .+ I - , 

zzccmm2 2 

Whyy are we particularly interested in this last combination ? Well, the left hand 
sidee is just the homogeneous part of the Toda equation; and we now would like 
too see how the 'quantum' piece of our local P1 GW potential behaves. From the 
abovee product form of Fpi and using eXne  = eA("+1)(/, we readily obtain: 

ZZququ(t(t + A) - Zqu(t) J ] ( l - enXq)-\ Zqu(t - A) = Zqu(t) J ] ( l ~ enXq), 
n=ll  n=0 

soo that 
ZZququ(t(t + X)Zqu{t-X) 

z~Wz~W = (1-' } ' 
andd the similar expression for the full (classical + quantum) change in the GW 
partitionn function of the local P1 reads: 

AZAZ = q-^2i(l-q) = -2 is inh |. 

Thuss the partition function of the local P1 satisfies the homogeneous Toda 
equationn up to this inhomogeneity. 

2.3.55 The Product Expression 

Iff  we had not restricted to the local P1 case and were interested in the part of 
thee GW potential coming only from constant maps and rational curves (r = 0) 
onn a general CY threefold, we would simply put back the n°d in the above (2.3.7) 
andd obtain: 

FFD0D0-n,-n, = £ loe [(! - eXnyn*  II* 1 - eAV)BftS" 
n^ ll  d>0 

== log JI(l-eAV)" f i S 

d>0 d>0 
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settingg formally n° := - | . This is just the Gopakumar-Vafa result [GV1-98] 
forr contributions from constant plus rational maps (i.e. DO- and D2-branes). 

InIn the same vein, we can rewrite the full GW potential (2.3.2) in product 
formm by Fourier expanding the sine term: 

(2s in * /2 )2 r- 2== Y, ( - 1 ) J ( r
2 _ r i ~ +

2 ) e ! J X = : E c',ieiSX for r ?É 0,1, 

whilee the sum is infinite in the r — 0 case and coj = —j: (2sin^/2)~2 = 

-E-Emmjeje -- Then 

2 r -2 2 

FF = E *5 I (2sin *£) ~ ," = E ( - E *J ft5) W1 - e'V ) 
d,fc>00 3^1 

==  \0gH(l-eiXiqd)Md>, 
d>0 0 

wheree we have set Md,j := - ]Lr>ocr,j "ï- I n subsection 2.2.2, we argued that 
thee nr

d vanish if r is too large compared to d\ that is, for fixed d, there are only 
aa finite number of r to take into account, say r < r0(d). This is why the sum 
forr the Mdj is a finite one. Moreover, except at r = 0, the sum over k is finite, 
soo for fixed d one could write k < k0{d); but the r = 0 case makes the sum over 
jj  actually infinite. 

Ass in the local P1 case, we can incorporate the constant map contribution 
(2.1.10)) with M0j = - j | : 

FF = logIJ(l-elAV)MdJ-

Thee motivation behind this alternative expression for the GW potential wil l 
appearr later when we shall try to relate this product to a modular product a 
laa Borcherds. Such infinite products exhibit interesting symmetries, including 
automorphicc properties. 

Unlikee the local IP1 case, this very general product does not satisfy the ho-
mogeneouss Toda equation up to a small inhomogeneity. This is due to the 
complicatedd nature of the powers Mdj. 

2.3.66 The Three-Point Function 

Too conclude this subsection, we give the Yukawa coupling or three-point function 
forr the quintic threefold, which is the A-model correlation function in the context 
off  Mirror Symmetry - see also [G2-04]. Since h1'1 = 1 for this CY manifold, 
theree is only one Kahler modulus t\, one Kahler class 71 = H (the hyperplane 
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class),, and the degree d of the image curve is simply an integer: 

(7ii  7i7i >o := $ > ? > o ,*  <f = £ > , , d" Vd 

00 d>0 

== ö?1Fo= : * i n (2.3.8) 

^^f^^Lio^^^fE^) ^ ^ 
d>00 d k\d 

wheree in the third step we have used the divisor axiom for GW invariants: 
(7f)o,/33 = (l)o,/3( Jp 7i) = Nj d3. From this - or directly from the expression 
forr F0 - we obtain the genus 0 GW invariant (1.4.9): Nd = ^2k\dk~3 n /̂k. 
Forr a general manifold (not just the quintic), the three-point function reads 
(7;7j7*)oo := dtidtjdttFo — : $ijk or C^jt, where the classes 7; can be of any 
dimension;; see also (1.4.7). 

2.3.77 Subtlet ies Around nr
d and nr

d 

Inn [BCOV-94], the contribution from genus 2 curves to F2 was found to be 
Y.dY.dnnll  Qdi  w h i I e (2-3-5) purports Y,dn

2
d Li-i(g rf) = Ed l * " d k Qdk>  suggesting 

thatt nd = Ylk\d i™l- This demonstrates that the nd in general do not have the 
meaningg of 'counting curves'. In fact, they rather count BPS states, and the 
extraa sum over k stands for multicovers of embedded D-branes. For instance, 
[MM-98]]  have taken [BCOV-94]'s result for F2 when extracting the number of 
genuss 2 curves from a similar expression derived by entirely different methods 
(seee heterotic treatment below). 

Thee expression (2.3.2) reflects also the fact that BPS states at genus 1 do 
nott have any bubblings to higher genera, i.e. nd only appears in Fi (since r = 1 
impliess zeroth power of A), see also (2.3.6). From the polylog expression (2.3.4) 
forr Fi, we recover 

NNd d ii  = \ E ij} k fl! + * fl» = E ( Ï?Ï «3/*  +1 »W 
k\dk\d kid 

andd (of course) the second part of (2.2.4) and (2.2.6). 
Iff  we opt to express F\ in terms of nd rather than hd , the choice nd = J2k\d nl 

wil ll  prove propitious: 

 = $ > J  ̂ = E ( ^»3 Lii(?d) " nd logP(qd)) , 
d>0d>0 d>0 ^ ' 

whichh is the form appearing in [BCOV-93] (with nd counting curves), wherein 
P(x)P(x) := 11(1 - xn) and 

-logP(/)) = J>fo<») = Li l ( * ) = Y, ~ 
n = ll  ^ y J n,k^\ 

dnk dnk 
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Whencee our previous expression (1.4.10) for the genus 1 GW invariant: iVj = 

i£* id( i i*» ïï + "(f)*»i) -
Soo the difference between the physical invariants nl

d and the geometrical 
invariantss n\ is that when using the latter, we have an extra Yln

 m ^i- From 
thee M-theory perspective, this is due to bound states of n M2-branes wrapped 
onn the torus S i, being indecomposable stable U(n) bundles over the torus. This 
iss in addition to the possibility for a single M2-brane to wrap the torus in a k-
foldd way. These bound states solve a puzzle that occurred on the last page 
off  [GV2-98], where the M-theory approach seemed to disagree with previous 
resultss from physics and geometry [BCOV-93]. Note that at other genera than 
rr = 1,2, there appears to be no difference in the invariants (for r = 2 see 
footnotee at the end of section 3.3). 
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